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At Elkoss, the Combined Revenue Department is located at the bank in the Presidium Commons for 1,000 credits, or you can order a portion for 1,100 credits from the terminal on Normandy's wholesale bay, if you have already visited the kiosk (the fastest option by far) you will get a reputation point +5 night points for your purchase.
Benning: Evidence during the N7: Cerberus kidnapping mission, looking for a series of dog tags on the ground; pick them up and after completing the mission, bringing them back to the man standing the fort near the window in the embassy sector. He will be grateful and you will get 90 XP and +5 fame points. Once you've tagged it, go to
the ambassador (right). Fortress: These power grid updates can be found in the control room during mission N7: Cerberus Attack, grab them before completing the mission and give away Alison outside purgatory to complete this quest side and get yourself 30 XP, 1,000 credits, +5 Reputation scores and improved war assets - Five Fleet
Ismar Frontier partners: master components, scientists in the hospital ward of the fortress, where there is a need, a prototype piece that can exist if you fly to the Ismar Frontier galaxy, and then look inside the solar system Aquila, which holds advanced biological roots (give +5% to bioenoror or cold energy damage), talk to scientists
located opposite where your injured colleagues will rest in the fortress hospital to net you 90 XP talking to Alison after receiving energy grid components during N7: Cerberus attack mission (left) Data broker Barla Von has a mission for you (right) Turret: The heat unit found during the N7: Cerberus Fighter Base mission, you can grab the
map from the straight panel opposite the panel where you have to cut. Take them to the C-Sec staff in the Presidium Commons (he can see the lower level), you will be rewarded with 30 XP, 10,000 credits and improvements to your war assets. Fortress: Barla Vaughan speaks to Liara for the first time in the Commons section of the
fortress, and she will tell you to speak to an entrepreneur known as Barlavon. He wants to help a team that can help you in the war to go to the Krogan DMZ galaxy when it appears and head into Dranek's solar system** and scan the planet Rothla** for Shadow Broker WET Squad, go back to talking to Barla for your reward of 120 XP and
+5 reputation points.
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